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OUTLINE FOR LIQUID XENON DETECTORS
➤ Advantage of Xenon
➤ Ionization detectors

➤ LXeGRIT
➤ Scintillation detectors

➤ XMass
➤ MEG II LXe gamma ray detector

➤ Ionization+scintillation
➤ Single phase TPC: EXO-200, etc
➤ Dual phase TPC: PandaX-4T, etc

➤ … …
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ADVANTAGE OF XENON
➤ Compared to other noble liquids:

➤ High light yield with PMT-compatible wavelength
➤ High Z for gamma detection
➤ Multiple isotopes, rich physics 
➤ Easiest cryogenics requirement

➤ But
➤ Expensive
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Fig. 1. Conceptual operation of the LXe detector.

initial 7-ray, assuming all the energy is eventually deposited in the liquid. The time difference between steps gives the
separation between sites, in Z-direction.

Such a device can operate as an ideal Compton telescope in the energy range from 300 keV to 10 MeV and above2'.
From the knowledge of the spatial coordinates of all interaction points and the energy transferred to each Compton
electron, the arrival direction of the incident -y-ray and its energy can be reconstructed. The arrival direction is confined
to a cone of half opening angle equal to the scattering angle, and with its axis along the scattered y-ray direction. The
location of the source is then found from the intersection of cones from a collection of individual events. For single
Compton events, there are two possible scattering angles, since the time order of the two consecutive interactions is not
known a priori. In a double scatter Compton telescope, a time-of-flight (TOF) measurement identifies the first point. In
the single TPC telescope, one can assign the sequence based on the relative scattering probability. For events with more
than two consecutive interactions, the correct order of scatterings can be determined by testing energy and momentum
conservation for any given sequence of the interaction points[5].

The angular resolution of the Compton telescope depends on the accuracy of both the position and the energy
measurement of each scattering point. The first contribution is determined by the detector's spatial resolution and the
separation between the first two scattering points, which, in the LXe-TPC, varies from event to event. The error on the
axis of the cone varies between 0.8° (for a separation of 7 cm) and 3° (for a separation of only 3 cm), independent of the
incoming fly-ray energy. By selecting only events with separations exceeding a particular threshold, one thus guarantees
a certain limiting angular resolution. The second contribution, the error on the Compton scattering angle, ,due to the
uncertainty in photon energy scales like l/E2:

=
2

{ [i]2{EJ2 + {E']2 (2 - 1)2}1/2
where zE and zE' are the errors in the energy deposited in the first and second scattering and mc2 is the rest mass
of the electron.
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IONIZATION DETECTORS
➤ LXeGRIT: A Liquid Xenon Gamma-Ray 

Imaging Telescope

➤ Energy range: 0.15 -10 MeV

➤ Energy resolution: 8.8% FWHM at 1 MeV 

5LXeGRIT
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IONIZATION DETECTORS
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SCINTILLATION DETECTORS: XMASS
➤ 800 kg of LXe with 642 PMT

➤ Simpler structure compared to TPC

➤ Low energy threshold (0.5 keVee)

➤ Scintillation time profile for

➤ Discrimination between nuclear recoil 
and Electron/gamma-ray 

➤ Vertex reconstruction

➤ Suffered from high background
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MEG II 
𝜇 → 𝑒 + 𝛾
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MEG II LXE DETECTOR
➤ 900L LXe detector

➤ Measures energy, position and timing of gamma-ray 
(52.8 MeV)

➤ Expected peformance:

➤ Efficiency: 70%

➤ Position resolution: 2.5 mm

➤ Energy resolution ~1%

➤ Timing resolution: 40-60 ps

10MEG II 
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MEG II PHOTO SENSOR UPGRADE
➤ Replace 216 2-inch PMTs with 4092 12×12 mm2

SiPMs 

➤ VUV sensitive SiPM co-developed by MEG II and 
Hamamatsu

➤ Improve energy/pos resolution by 2×

11MEG II 
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IONIZATION+SCINTILLATION
➤ Clean anti-coorelation 

➤ Best energy resolution can be achieved with 
a combinations of two channels
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Ionization 
(beta)
Scintillation
(beta)

EXO-200
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EXO-200 NEUTRINOLESS DOUBLE BETA DECAY EXPERIMENT 

14EXO-200
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READOUT IONIZATION SIGNAL
➤ U and V wire planes to allow 2D position 

reconstruction of ionization signal

➤ 3 mm pitch decided by electric field 
uniformity, electron transparency 

➤ 9 mm pitch from signal readout 
standpoint

➤ The solution: wire triplets

➤ Etched from a sheet of phosphor bronze

15EXO-200

➤ Ends of each triplets 
are folded as springs

➤ Sqaure cross section: 
no gain.

➤ 95.8% transparency 
each plane 
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READOUT SCINTILLATION
➤ 468 large arae APDs (200mm2)

➤ Low radioactivity (w/o ceramic 
encapsulation)

➤ More compact

➤ Higher QE

➤ Low gain and high noise: not an issue 
for double beta decay (MeV scale 
signal)

16EXO-200
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Liquid Xenon Time Projection Chamber

Ø Large Unsegmented Central Volume
Keeps backgrounds from materials far away

Ø Energy Measurement
Necessary to distinguish between 2v and 0v beta decays

Ø Position Reconstruction
Distinguish external backgrounds from uniformly distributed signal

Ø Identification of Multi-Site Interactions
Separate Compton scatters from single-point beta decays

Ø Ionization/Scintillation Ratio
Reject alpha decays from electronic signals

A liquid xenon TPC allows for the scaling to very large target 
masses while providing several channels by which to 

discriminate radioactive backgrounds NEXO
➤ Top/bottom charge readout tiles

➤ Side light readout SiPMs

➤ ”Enabling technology”

17nEXO
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FIG. 56 Schematic of the XENON100 detector (33).

FIG. 57 The top and bottom PMT arrays of the XENON100
detector.

mounted inside the open shield cavity. From the improve-
ments in design and materials selection, the background
objective is to reach < 10−3 gammas/kg/d/keV, and < 1
neutron/100 kg/y, in 50 kg fiducial mass. High energy
neutrons from muon spallation in the rock are calculated
to be < 0.3/100kg/y. The intrinsic rate of electron re-
coils from radioactive 85Kr in Xe will be reduced to 10−4

events/kg/d/keV, corresponding to a Kr/Xe level of 5
parts per trillion (ppt), using a dedicated cryogenic dis-
tillation column. After full commissioning and calibra-
tion with neutron and gamma sources, this detector will
become operational for science runs in late 2009, aiming
at a spin-independent sensitivity of 2×10−9 pb for 100
GeV WIMPs. This large gain over XENON10 is achiev-
able partly through the increase in fiducial mass and

FIG. 58 The XENON100 detector installed in its shield (33).

FIG. 59 Schematic of the XENON1T detector.

partly through the reduction in backgrounds, while main-
taining the same low energy threshold. An upgrade of
XENON100 is envisaged by doubling the target fiducial
mass to 100 kg, and further reductions in background.
With a full two years of run time, this could reach sensi-
tivity levels in the range of 10−9 -10−10 pb.

If a dark matter signal is seen at this cross section level,
there will be a clear need to obtain a sufficient number
of events to make a spectrum, from which the WIMP
mass could be estimated. Studies of a larger 1 ton detec-
tor are already in progress, and the XENON100 phase
provides the testing of many of the key technologies and

DUAL-PHASE TPC
➤Convert ionization to photon 

signals via Electroluminescence in 
gas

➤USE PMT or other light sensors 
TWICE for one event

➤ Ideally photosensors have 4Pi 
coverage, but …

➤Electroluminescence requires a 
higher E field

18XENON1T early concept
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PERFECT FOR DM DETECTION
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ER VS. NR BANDS

22NEST Simulation
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PHOTOSENSORS
➤ VUV sensitive, crogenic-compatible low-

radioactivity PMTs

➤ The same type of Hamamatsu PMTs used 
by PandaX-4T, LZ, and XENON

➤ Cover the TPC with as many as PMTs 
and cover the rest surface with PTFE.

➤ Exploring other options: SiPMs and 
potentially better PMTs 

23LZ
R11410 R12699 
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FIELD CAGE
➤ Copper rings with resistors for field 

degradation

➤ PTFE for VUV light reflection

➤ Chanllenging machining and assembly

➤ Innovative designs need validations for 
performance and radioactivity 
requirement.
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Can we use TPC for MEG II 
gamma-ray measurement?


